
Art 
Overview 

At St Teresa’s in Art children will: 

 produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences 

 become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques 

 evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design 

 know about a range of artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and  cultural development of their art forms. 

 Work will be developed through different perspectives- observation, imagination or memory, ideas via experience, solve a problem/explore a concept 

EYFS  EYFS 
3 and 4 year olds Nursery 
 
PHYSICAL 
Use large-muscle movements to wave flags and streamers, paint and make marks.  
• Choose the right resources to carry out their own plan.  
• Use one-handed tools and equipment, for example, making snips in paper with scissors.  
• Use a comfortable grip with good control when holding pens and pencils 
EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN 
Explore different materials freely, in order to develop their ideas about how to use them and what to make. 
 • Develop their own ideas and then decide which materials to use to express them. 
 • Join different materials and explore different textures. 
 • Create closed shapes with continuous lines, and begin to use these shapes to represent objects.  
• Draw with increasing complexity and detail, such as representing a face with a circle and including details. 
 • Use drawing to represent ideas like movement or loud noises.  
• Show different emotions in their drawings and paintings, like happiness, sadness, fear, etc. • Explore colour and 
colour mixing. 
 
Reception 
PHYSICAL 
Develop their small motor skills so that they can use a range of tools competently, safely and confidently. 
 • Use their core muscle strength to achieve a good posture when sitting at a table or sitting on the floor.  
• Develop overall body-strength, balance, coordination and agility 
 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN 
Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to express their ideas and feelings.  
• Return to and build on their previous learning, refining ideas and developing their ability to represent them.  
 • Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and skills 
 
 

EYFS  Nursery 
Creating with materials  
Inspired by Kandinsky “Circles” 
The Dot 
Inspired by  
Van Gogh “Starry Night” 
Inspired by Andy Goldsworthy “Spirals” 
Katsushika Hokusai “The Great Wave” 
Inspired by Georgia O Keeffe “Flowers” 
Inspired by  Giuseppe Arcimboldo & Pablo Picasso 
 

 

Reception 
Creating with materials  
Inspired by George Seurat  
Inspired by Gustav Klimt – Autumn trees 
Inspired by Piet Mondrian 
Inspired by Henri Matisse ‘leaves’ 
Exploring colour and pattern 
Transient art 

 

EARLY LEARNING GOALS 

PHYSICAL 

ELG-FINE MOTOR SKILLS 

Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing - using the tripod grip in almost all 

cases.  

• Use a range of small tools, including scissors, paintbrushes and cutlery. 

 • Begin to show accuracy and care when drawing. 

 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN 

ELG-CREATING WITH MATERIALS 

Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, 

design, texture, form and function. 

 • Share their creations, explaining the process they have used. 

 



Year   KS1  KS2 

   Lower KS2 Upper KS2 
Thread  During this key stage, pupils will be taught: 

 to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products 

 to use drawing and painting to develop and share their ideas, experiences and 
imagination  

 to develop a range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, 
shape, form and space 

 about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the 
differences and similarities between different practices and disciplines, and making 
links to their  
own work. 

During this key stage, pupils will be taught to: 
 

 to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas  

  to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing and painting with a range of 
materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]  

  about great artists, architects and designers in history. 

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Developing  
Ideas 

 
Start to record simple media 
explorations in a sketchbook. 
 



 
*Use a sketchbook to record media exploration. 
 
 
*Experiment with techniques 
 
 
*Make notes in a sketch book about techniques used by artists  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

*Use a sketchbook for skill 
practise. 
 
*consider artists’ work to inspire 
own work. 

 
*Use a sketchbook to plan and 
develop simple ideas.  
 
 

*Annotate work in sketchbook. 

 

 *Use sketchbooks to collect 
and record visual information. 
 
 
*Use a sketchbook to try out 
ideas e.g. plan colours.  
 
 
* Use a sketch book to express 
likes & dislikes.. 
 
 
* Share ideas about their work. 
(Visual elements) 

*Use sketchbooks to collect and 
record visual information from 
different sources. 
 
*Use a sketchbook to develop 
skills. 
 
 
*Use a sketch book to develop 
original ideas. 
 
 
*Make connections with their 
work & the  work of others. 
 
*Annotate effectiveness of own  
experiments. 

*Use sketchbooks to collect and 
record visual information from 
different sources. 
 
*Plan & try out ideas. 
 
* Adapt  work as and when 
necessary and explain why.  
 
*Add notes which consider how 
a piece of work may be 
developed further.. 

 

 
 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6  

Drawing  
 
 

*Explore the mark making potential of a 
range of drawing tools & media (trad + 
non-trad) inc. fingers, pencil, graphite, 
pen, chalk, soft pastel, wax, twigs, clay.   
 
* Begin to select tools & media. 
         
* Discuss how different marks can be 

used e.g., to create line, outline simple 
shapes or suggest feel or touch (texture.) 
 
*- observational drawing  (record what 
you see – visual elements) 
 
- experimental drawing,    (share what is 
felt.)                           
 
 

*Extend mark making tools & media (trad + non-trad) for exploring 
texture  e.g. fingers, pencil, crayons, brush sizes, graphite, pen, chalk, 
soft pastel, wax, twigs, sticks, wire, 
 
*Create drawings from different starting points (stimuli). E.g. still life,  
landscape, music, memory,  
 
*Include figurative work – Introduce the idea of portraits. E.g. Picasso 
Portraits 

 

*Apply  mark making with a wide range 
of different tools & media (trad + non-
trad) e.g. fingers, pencil, crayons, 
charcoal, range of brushes, graphite, 
pen, chalk, soft pastel, wax, twigs, 
sticks, wire, oil pastel,  watercolours 
,ink, gesso. 
 
* Practise  using tone  to suggest form. 
(light/dark) 
         

*Make larger scale drawing 
from observation and 
imagination. 
 

*Apply drawing skills to a 
variety of media, exploring 
outcomes in an open-ended 
manner within some projects. 
 
* Layering of media, mixing of 
drawing media, e.g. Wax resist 
with coloured inks 
 

*Continue with key drawing 
exercises. 
  
*Explore the relationship of line 
& form. 
 
 
* Explore proportion & different 
techniques to help make a 
detailed portrait including facial 
expression. 

 

*Continue with the key drawing 
exercises. 
 
Inc. cartoon genre to inspire  
concept of perspective 
exploration. 
 
* Revisit still life. Develop 
drawing skills using observational 
drawing. 
 
* Focus on  composition, line & 
positive  &  negative space. 
 

http://www.accessart.org.uk/wax-resist-with-coloured-inks-and-sgraffito-on-foamboard/
http://www.accessart.org.uk/wax-resist-with-coloured-inks-and-sgraffito-on-foamboard/


Painting  
 
 

*Recognise some simple colours. 
 
* use an experiential free-form approach 
to simple colour mixing to discover what 
can happen. 
 
* Enjoy discovering the interplay 
between material, e.g.  wax and 
watercolour. 
 
* Media including ready mix paint, 
tempera blocks. 
 
* Practise cleaning brushes. 
 

* Continue to mix colours experientially (i.e.encourage pupils to  
‘try it and see what happens’. 
 
*Introduce visual element vocabulary. 
 
* Extend colour mixing & attempt lighter/darker (tints/tone) 
May include:  mixing colour directly on the page. 
Mix colour on the palette.  Be introduced to different brush sizes. 
 
* Explore painting on different surfaces. 
 
* Practise setting out tools & work area. 2 pots for water. 1 to clean 
brushes. 1 to mix. 
 

* Apply and build upon colour mixing 
and mark-making skills previously 
learnt. E.g. think  about how certain 
colour ranges/combinations affect the 
outcome. 
 
* Combine different textures of paint 
& mark-making to suggest a landscape 
composition.  
 
* Help set up  & clear away.Have a 
fresh water system for colour mixing. 
Select tools. 

* Combine art forms such as 
collage, painting and 
printmaking in mixed media 
projects. 
 
 
* Be able to articulate reason 
for selecting specific tools & 
paint/media for  purposes. 
 

 
*Extend colour mixing skills in 
different media. 
 
*Discuss use of contrast to 
create emphasis. E.g. light + 
dark, vivid & muted. 
 

 

* Use paint to develop ideas for 
a design incorporating positive 
and negatives spaces. 
 
* Let ideas  inform colour  
palette selection. E.g. muted 
palette in dying flowers still life 
as a symbol of young deaths 
in war. 

Colour  
 
 
 

 
*Colour mix with different media e.g. 
layers of tissue & glue. 
 
* Make simple colour collections e.g. 
Look at the sky. Is it just one kind of blue? 
How many different blues can you find? 
 
* Use colour collections to inspire own 
colour selection experiments. e.g. 
weaving 

 

* Explore colour mixing in other media, e.g. skin tones in soft pastel, 
crayons. 

 
Introduce artists with non-realistic, expressive use of colour to 

represent mood – e.g. in portraits/landscapes. 
 
* Spot lighter & darker colours in the environment & attempt to 
record. Discuss. (tints + tones) 
 
*See how light effects colour. 
 
 

* Fine tune colour matching from the 
environment. E.g. can you mix 
different grass greens? 
 
 
 
* Explore colour variations e.g. orange-
yellows, green-yellows  
 
 
* Explore painting on new surfaces 
using colour as decoration . 
 
 

* Bring previous experience to 
bear & develop a colour wheel 
based on colour mixing.  
(RYGB) + CMY 
 
*Discuss new vocabulary. 
 
 
* Examine how colour can be 
used to help suggest depth 
foreground, mid-ground & 
background. 
 
 

*  Explore Hue Families to help 
categorise + organise colour. 
Why is it useful? E.g. Hue 
parents + chid colours.  
 
 
*Experiment with the above via 
different media.e.g. magazine 
swatches, pastels. 
 
 
*Examine the concept of colour 
& mood/emotion/ along with 
artist examples. 
 
 
* Explore different methods of 
printing. E.g. overlapping 
colours, overlaying prints, ‘3 
colour’ prints.  

 
 

* How to create interest in the 
absence of colour? E.g. how 
many tints of white can you 
find/make/layer/create? 
 
* translucent + opaque e.g.  
different papers + wax + tinted 
washes. 
 
* Use light to create shadow & 
tone. E.g. for silhouettes.focus on 
the positive & negative areas 
created. 
 

Mark Making  *Practise + record mark making 
experiments. 
 
* Explore simple printmaking. e.g  
  Make successive prints in a line. 
 
* Take rubbings. 
               
*Experiment making lines & marks on 
different scales. 
 
* Mark making in different media e.g. 
sand, soil, mud, clay 
 

* Be introduced to mark making techniques to suggest different 

surface textures of familiar objects.(natural & man-made.) 
 
*Begin to select how best to represent what they see with their 
marks, lines and shapes. 
 
*Create textured surface backgrounds in sketchbook. 
 
* Explore simple mono printing techniques 

 
 
 

*Use mark-making to help 
create the illusion of 
foreground, mid-ground, 
background 
 
* Explore marks to  show 
movement. 
 
e.g. Use digital media to make 
animations from the drawings that 
move. 

 
 
. 
 

* Extend the variety of 
line & mark making 
employed. E.g. splashy, 
dotted,  
*Explore diverse tools & 
create own non-
traditional tools.e.g.  
household brushes, 
sticks, twigs 
 
 
*Research  other artists’ 
use of tools & marks. 
 
* Be able to discuss:            
different ways to create 
marks 
 

* Line for different uses – 
e.g.  to indicate 
feeling/emotion. 
Horizontal  = 
peace/harmony.       
Diagonal = dynamism,                   
Contour = define edges of 
shapes, create form.  
 
 
* Repetition of line to create 
visual rhythm. 
 

* choose natural or man-
made inspiration, for 
surface decoration ideas.  
 
* Use lines & marks to create 
actual texture e.g. embossed 
pierced, pinched, pressed 
scraped, 
 
* Choose appropriate tools, to 
create pattern. 
 
 
*Exploration without colour 
links to creating interest via 
texture, simple tonal values. 
 

Shape/Form/Space  *Spot simple shapes in the world around. 
 
*Arrange natural & man-made items.(3D) 
large + small. 
 
*Group simple shapes into lines & 
patterns. Practise leaving gaps in 
between.( 2D)  
 

* Show awareness of natural (e.g. clouds) & man-made forms. (e.g. 
bricks) 
 
*Develop simple arrangements into patterns. Combine large & small. 
E.g. collage for landscape elements. 
 
 
*Discuss near and far via scale. E.g. Objects farther away appear 
smaller. 
 

* Driven by material & 
technique exploration. dive 
straight to explore how 
combinations of materials such 
as wire, paper, fabric, string, 
card can be transformed into 
3D sculpture. 
 

* Exp. paper + card 
manipulation skills to 
build 3d forms.  
 
Experiment + Discuss 
how best to manipulate 
the media (cut, tear, 
bend, fold) and fasten 

* Research ways of creating 3D 
form.  
 
*Experiment with media & 
materials to create 3D. 
 
*utilise work of others to either 
inspire idea or media 
 

*- explore visual elements 
through 3D particularly  focusing 
on texture & positive & negative 
space. 
 
e.g.  via develop hand modelling 
skills,i.e. clay , pinch pots, coil 
pots, joining techniques.  



 

 

 

 

 

*Use basic tools to help deconstruct 
(scissors) and then construct (glue sticks). 
 
*Explore, discover and invent ways for 2d 
to transform into 3d sculpture.  
 
e.g. Explore modelling materials such as 
Modroc, clay, plasticine in an open-ended 
manner, to discover what they might do. 
 

 
 
Explore how 2d can become 3d though e.g.  “design through 
making”e.g. Cut simple shapes from card and use them to construct 
architectural forms. 
 

 
* Consider symmetry – e.g. 
shapes & forms in buildings + 
people. 
 

them together (tie, bind, 
stick) 
 
Develop design via 
making skills. 
 

 
 

*make individual work in 
response. 
 
*discuss balance. 
 
(Crossover with 
Design/Technology or colour 
project or portraiture?) 
 
 

- use ideas from mark making 
experiments to decorate sections 
of clay work. OR 
* Create forms by assembling 
structures using wire, white 
tissue paper  & glue, to make 
models or mobiles. 
 

Visual Elements 
Vocabulary 
suggestions. 

 Line: fat, thin, curly, straight, mark, 
broken, smudged, 
Tone: dark, light, shadow, 
Colour: name colours, red, blue, green, 
yellow, white, black, brown, strong, weak 
Pattern: natural, man-made, simple 
Texture: feel, rough, smooth, natural, 
scratch, bumpy, furry, wood, metal 
Shape: simple shapes, circle, triangle, 
square, oval, figure, small, big, large 
Form: hard, solid, natural, man-made, 
round, heavy, ball, build, reverse 
Space: front, back, on top, behind, close, 
near, far 

Line:: fat, thin, curly, straight, mark, broken, narrow, fine, dashed, 
spiral, wavy,    zig-zag..  
Tone: darkest, lightest, shadow, tone, monotone, 
Colour:: link colours to items, pillar box, raspberry. Strong, weak. Tint, 
tone, shade, clean, dull,  
Pattern: natural, man-made, repeat, overlap, regular, irregular, 
circular, busy, 
Texture: regular, natural, scratch, bumpy, furry, layer, smooth, gritty 
Shape: Regular, irregular. Spiral, arched, abstract, organic 
Form: solid, natural, man-made, round, heavy, sphere, form, 2D,3D. 
cube. 
Space: foreground, background, mid-ground, on top, behind, overlap, 
layers, vertical, horizontal, positive, negative, near, far. 

Line:: fat, thin, curly, straight, mark, 
broken, zigzag, frame, map, boundary, 
symbol 
Tone: darkest, lightest, shadow, tone, 
monotone, midtone. Muted 
Colour::: link colours to items, pillar 
box, raspberry. Strong, weak. tint, 
tone, shade, opaque, translucent. 
Colour descriptors: scarlet, crimson, 
emerald, watery 
Pattern: natural, man-made, repeat, 
overlap, regular, irregular, circular, 
busy, simple, random, repeat 
Texture: regular, natural, scratch, 
bumpy, furry, layer, absorbent, spiky, 
sharp 
Shape: Regular, irregular. Spiral, 
arched, abstract, organic, symmetrical, 
Form: solid, natural, man-made, 
round, heavy, sphere, form, 2D,3D. 
cube. Bronze, metal, pointed, 
moulded, 
Space: foreground, background, 
midground, on top, behind, overlap, 
layers, vertical, horizontal, positive, 
negative, near, far. Viewpoint, 

Line:: fat, thin, curly, straight, 
mark, broken, zigzag, frame, 
map, boundary, symbol, 
crosshatching,  
Tone: darkest, lightest, 
shadow, tone, monotone, mid-
tone. Muted, dull, hazy 
Colour:: link colours to items, 
pillar box, raspberry. Strong, 
weak. tint, tone, shade, 
opaque, translucent. Colour 
descriptors: scarlet, crimson, 
emerald, watery, steep, dye, 
fix, hue parent, child colours, 
wash, primary, secondary, 
tertiary. 
Pattern: natural, man-made, 
repeat, overlap, regular, 
irregular, circular, busy, 
abstract, dappled, decorative, 
,twisting 
Texture: regular, natural, 
scratch, bumpy, furry, layer, 
absorbent, spiky, sharp, glossy, 
impasto,  
Shape: Regular, irregular. 
Spiral, arched, abstract,  
Form: solid, natural, man-
made, round, heavy, sphere, 
form, 2D,3D. cube. Bronze, 
metal, pointed, moulded, 
folded, toile, geometric, 
Space: foreground, 
background, mid-ground, on 
top, behind, overlap, layers, 
vertical, horizontal, positive, 
negative, near, far. Viewpoint, 
horizon line, vanishing point, 
distance, 

Line:: fat, thin, curly, straight, 
mark, broken, zigzag, frame, 
map, boundary, symbol, 
crosshatching, angular, 
rhythmic, criss-cross, flowing, 
Tone: darkest, lightest, shadow, 
tone, monotone, mid-tone. 
Muted, dull, hazy, highlight, mid 
tone, 
Colour:: link colours to items, 
pillar box, raspberry. Strong, 
weak. tint, tone, shade, opaque, 
translucent. Colour descriptors: 
scarlet, crimson, emerald, 
watery, steep, dye, fix, hue 
parent, child colours, wash, 
pastel, dramatic, exciting. 
Pattern: natural, man-made, 
repeat, overlap, regular, 
irregular, circular, busy, 
abstract, dappled, decorative, 
,twisting,   
Texture: regular, natural, 
scratch, bumpy, furry, layer, 
absorbent, spiky, sharp, glossy, 
impasto, engrave, relief, 
grooved, matte, textile, 
Shape: Regular, irregular. Spiral, 
arched, abstract, proportion, 
symmetry,  
Form: solid, natural, man-made, 
round, heavy, sphere, form, 
2D,3D. cube. Bronze, metal, 
pointed, moulded, folded, toile, 
geometric, construction, wirey, 
contour,  
Space: foreground, background, 
mid-ground, on top, behind, 
overlap, layers, vertical, 
horizontal, positive, negative, 
near, far. Viewpoint, horizon 
line, vanishing point, distance, 
bird’s eye view, worm’s eye 
view 

Line:: fat, thin, curly, straight, 
mark, broken, zigzag, frame, 
map, boundary, symbol, 
crosshatching, angular, rhythmic, 
criss-cross, flowing,  
Tone: darkest, lightest, shadow, 
tone, monotone, mid-tone. 
Muted, dull, hazy, highlight, 
reflected, dappled, beam, 
silhouette,  
Colour:: link colours to items, 
pillar box, raspberry. Strong, 
weak. tint, tone, shade, opaque, 
translucent. Colour descriptors: 
scarlet, crimson, emerald, 
watery, steep, dye, fix, hue 
parent, child colours, wash, 
pastel, dramatic, exciting, mood 
Pattern: natural, man-made, 
repeat, overlap, regular, 
irregular, circular, busy, abstract, 
dappled, decorative, ,twisting 
Texture: regular, natural, scratch, 
bumpy, furry, layer, absorbent, 
spiky, sharp, glossy, impasto, 
engrave, relief, grooved, matte, 
textile, 
Shape: Regular, irregular. Spiral, 
arched, abstract, proportion, 
symmetry,  
Form: solid, natural, man-made, 
round, heavy, sphere, form, 
2D,3D. cube. Bronze, metal, 
pointed, moulded, folded, toile, 
geometric, construction, wiry, 
contour, volume, 
Space: foreground, background, 
mid-ground, on top, behind, 
overlap, layers, vertical, 
horizontal, positive, negative, 
near, far. Viewpoint, horizon line, 
vanishing point, distance, 


